
Trump Approvingly Circulates Quote from
Talk-Show Host That Compares Him to Christ

written by GEG | August 22, 2019

President Trump re-tweeted a comment by conservative talk show host Wayne Root, a
Zionist, who said: This is the greatest president for Jews and for Israel in the history
of the world. And the Jewish people love him like he is the King of Israel. They love
him like he is the second coming of God”.

Charles Koch and George Soros Support an ADL
Program to Combat ‘Online Extremism’ and to
Censor the Internet
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The ADL organized the ‘After Charlottesville Project’ initiative aimed at combating
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“online extremism” that receives funding from Charles Koch and the George Soros
Charitable Foundation. Both progressive and “conservative” elites hold the common goal
of removing free speech.

Bernie Sanders Unveils Massive $16 Trillion
Green New Deal Plan
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Socialist Bernie Sanders’ plan for a Green New Deal will cost $16 trillion, which
amounts to $50,000 for each man, woman and child in America. Sanders’ plan promises to
create 20 million jobs and reach 100% renewable energy for electricity and
transportation by no later than 2030.

Ivanka Trump Pushes Women’s Empowerment and
Gun-Control Red Flag Laws at Trump 2020
Fundraiser Dinner
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Ivanka reportedly spoke to a group of GOP donors about women’s empowerment and said the
White House is focusing on “background checks,” “culture shift,” “mental health” and
“red flag laws.” Hillary couldn’t have said it better.

How and Why California Became Flooded with
Illegal Migrants and Where It Is Going…
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Tim Donnelly says the elite in Mexico have nullified the Treaty of Guadalupe Hildago of
1846 and now accuse America of stealing the southwest, which they say is really still
part of Mexico, and they support a silent invasion by immigration.


